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Motivation

Why Alignment is Important in AI?

● Safety is a critical issue in AI which might cause tremendous costs. 

● Ensuring deep learning safety is difficult because there is little manual control of feature interaction.

● In this project, we will evaluate alignment as a proxy measure for reliability.

○ Well-aligned models induce more agreeable and acceptable results.
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Introduction

AI-Human Visual Alignment

● We focus on visual perception, “AI-human visual alignment”.
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Q. Is this a dog or a cat?

Dog

Abstain

Between Dog and Abstain



Work
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● Dataset: VisAlign

○ total of 8 sub-categories

○ reflects the various scenarios that can happen in the real world

● Metrics

○ Visual Alignment Metric

○ Reliability Score



Dataset
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Dataset

Uncertain Group Label Generation

● We employ 134 MTurk workers per image to classify images in Uncertain group to estimate the ground 

truth distribution within an error bound of 5%.
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Metrics

Alignment

We borrow Hellinger Distance to measure distance between model’s probability and ground truth distributions.

Reliability Score

Since alignment is a proxy measure for reliability, we also calculated reliability score following the below table.
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Experiment Results

● Distance-based functions (MD, KNN, and TAPUDD) exhibits better visual alignment for Must-Act.

● SP aligns better in Must-Abstain.

● No current method performs well in Uncertain.

→ There is no method that performs well in all categories.
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Experiment Results

From the figure, we can see a strong correlation between visual alignment and reliability.

Therefore, we can assess visual alignment as a proxy measure for reliability.
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Thank you


